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With hundreds of travel-related expressions, including greetings, questions, numbers and more,
the Berlitz Phrase Book and CD offers business and leisure travelers key words and phrases
needed for a trip abroad. In print and audio, its up to date, relevant content makes the Berlitz
Phrase Book and CD an essential tool for today's travelers. Each foreign language phrase is
repeated - slowly at first and then at normal speed - so learners can build confidence.

About the AuthorTHE ASSOCIATION FOR JAPANESE-LANGUATE TEACHING (AJALT) has
been recognized as a nonprofit organization by the Ministry of Education since 1997. It was
established to meet the practical needs of people who are not necessarily specialists on Japan
but who wish to communicate effectively in Japanese.In 1992 the Association was awarded the
Japan Foundation Special Prize.
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guyinb'ham, “Berlitz Japanese. This was very helpful in my trip to Japan. Wish I had worked with
it more than two days before the trip, though. However, I'm a language professor and am used to
learning languages. This was the tenth language I've studied. Methodology is to teach you
phrases to function as a tourist. Audio CD very helpful. I had the pronunciation wrong in a
couple of instances based upon the books phonetic rendering. So, in the phrase, "toare doko
desu-ka", the last word is not pronounced, "desu-ka" but rather "deska"...There is a very brief
grammar summary in the middle of the book which was too brief for me. However, the book did
allow me to understand some basic phrases and I was easily understood when I used some of
the phrases myself.  So, for me, this worked, but wouldn't for everybody.”

Donald A. Lane, “Good basic Japanese for travelers. As always, Berlitz has come up with yet
another good product. Listen to the cd before you go, to get an idea of how the language
sounds, and memorize it. Keep the book in your pocket while traveling as it makes an excellent
and very handy reference.”

Thomas G. Sinclair, “Japanese Book and CD. Although I did not have much time to practice
speaking, what I said was understood, and our Japanese guests listened to the CD and said it
was clear and good.I really must give myself more time for learning Japanese, European
languages which I have studied German and French, Spanish. are so much easier having the
common linkages having the common alphabet is a great help. compared to Russian Chinese
and Japanese etc.I have a relative who has lived in Japan for twelve years whohas passed
Japanese degrees in teaching in their country, so I should have known better. your sincerely T.G.
Sinclair”

The book by Stanley Weinstein has a rating of  5 out of 2.9. 5 people have provided feedback.
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